Helmet Certification Labels

Motorcycle / Motorsports

Special Application and Karting - Competitive Automotive Applications
SA2020, K2020  2 Part w/Bar Code  2.22/ea.
EA2016 Elite Automotive  2 Part w/Bar Code  5.00/ea.

Bicycling and Other
B-95A, B-95C, B-90A, B-90C, B-90TT  .50/ea.
E2021 Horse Riding (Equestrian)  1 Part w/Bar Code  .50/ea.
H2000 Harness Racing  .80/ea.
RS-98, S-98 Recreational Skiing/Snow Boarding (RS) or Winter Sport Decal (S)  .60/ea.

Labels sold in lots of 250. Prices DO NOT include delivery.

Testing Fees

Certification Testing
Motorcycle/Motorsports Helmets
M2025D, M2025R  (Single Size)  2,000.00 per set (7 Samples)
M2025D, M2025R  (Multi-Size)  2,540.00 per set (9 Samples)
M2020D, M2020R  (Single Size)  1,620.00 per set (5 Samples)
M2020D, M2020R  (Multi-Size)  2,160.00 per set (7 Samples)

Automotive, Special Application & Karting
SA2025  (Single Size)  3,250.00 per set (8 Samples)
SA2025  (Multi-Size)  4,000.00 per set (10 Samples)
SA2020, K2020, FIA8859-2015  (Single Size)  3,000.00 per set (8 Samples)
SA2020, K2020, FIA8859-2015  (Multi-Size)  3,750.00 per set (10 Samples)
CMS/CMR2016 - Snell/FIA Children’s Motorsports  (Single Size)  2,160.00 per set (5 Samples)
CMS/CMR2016 - Snell/FIA Children’s Motorsports  (Multi-Size)  2,680.00 per set (7 Samples)
EA2016 – Elite Automotive  (Single Size)  3,250.00 per set (7 Samples)
EA2016 – Elite Automotive  (Multi-Size)  4,000.00 per set (9 Samples)

Bicycle Helmets
B-90A or C, B-95A or C - Bicycle Helmets  1,250.00 per set (6 Samples)

Winter Sports Helmets
RS-98, S-98 - Recreational Skiing/Winter Sport Helmets  1,250.00 per set (6 Samples)

Equine Helmets
E2021 - Horse Riding (Equestrian)  (Single Size)  1,330.00 per set (6 Samples)
E2021 - Horse Riding (Equestrian)  (Multi-Size)  1,850.00 per set (9 Samples)
H2000 - Harness Racing Helmets  1,340.00 per set (5 Samples)

Prototype Testing
Single helmet M, SA, K, CM, H, E, EA, FIA8859  460.00 per ea.
Single helmet B, RS, S  270.00 per ea.

Random Sample Assessment Testing
Random Sample Testing (RST)  160.00 ea. (plus acquisition costs)
(B-90A/C, B-95A/C)  80.00 ea. (plus acquisition costs)
Follow-up Tests  325.00 ea. (plus acquisition costs)

Evaluations
All  150.00 minimum or as determined.

Other
Minimum laboratory charge  150.00
Additional document preparation fee  (Certificates, printed data, etc.)  125.00 minimum or as determined.
Sub-licensing processing fee  500.00

Terms: Prepayment or Net 30 for established accounts.